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Abstract: Network time period may be a vital overall 

performance metric to measure data-gathering wireless 

sensor networks (WSNs) wherever energy detector nodes 

sporadically experience the ecosystem and forward 

gathered samples to a sink node. In this paper, we endorse 

an analytic version to estimate the whole network lifetime 

from network initialization till it is absolutely disabled and 

decide the boundary of strength hole in a data-amassing 

WSN. Specifically, we theoretically estimate the visitor's 

load, energy intake, and lifetime of sensor nodes at some 

stage in the complete network lifetime. Furthermore, we 

check out the temporal and spatial evolution of energy hole 

and observe our analytical results to WSN routing which 

will stability the electricity consumption and improve the 

community lifetime. Extensive simulation outcomes are 

provided to demonstrate the validity of the proposed 

analytic version in estimating the network lifetime and 

energy hole evolution system. 

Keywords- Wireless Sensor Networks, FNDT, Died Time, 

ANDT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data gathering in large-scale wireless device networks 

(WSNs) depends on tiny and cheap devices with severe 

energy constraints. Network period during this context may 

be a important concern as nodes could run out energy as a 

consequence of the high range of communications needed to 

forward packets made by nodes toward a data-gathering 

sink. A datagathering WSN consists of an outsized range of 

battery powered device nodes that sense the monitored 

space and sporadically send the sensing results to the sink. 

Since the battery powered device nodes ar forced in energy 

resource and customarily deployed in unattended hostile 

atmosphere, it's crucial to prolong the network period of 

WSN. Meanwhile, as energy consumption is exponentially 

raised with the communication distance consistent with the 

energy consumption model, multi-hop communication is 

helpful to knowledge gathering for energy conservation. 

However, since the nodes near the sink ought to 

forward the info packets from different nodes, they exhaust 

their energy quickly, resulting in associate degree energy 

hole round the sink. As a result, the complete network is 

subject to premature death as a result of it's separated by the 

energy hole. There are many existing works learning the 

energy consumption and network period analysis for WSNs 

specialise in the length from network formatting to the time 

once the primary node dies (i.e., 1st Node Died Time, 

FNDT), going to improve the network performances and 

optimize the FNDT. Chen et al. propose associate degree 

analytic model for estimating the traffic load of device 

nodes and FNDT in an exceedingly multi-hop WSN. 

General network period and price models also are 

mentioned to guage node preparation methods. Since 

network period is proscribed by unbalanced energy 

consumption, Ok et al. propose a distributedenergy balanced 

routing (DEBR) algorithmic program to balance the info 

traffic of device networks and consequently prolong the 

FNDT. As hierarchic routing has been verified to be helpful 

for network performance, particularly for the measurability 

and energy consumption, analysis works conjointly study 

the FNDT of cluster-based WSNs. Lee et al. derive the 

boundary of FNDT in cluster-based networks and 

investigate the results of the quantity of clusters and spacial 

correlation on this bound. Liu et al. conjointly discuss the 

FNDT of cluster based mostly networks, and propose a 

routing protocol to enhance FNDT supported unequal 

cluster radii. 

II. RELATED WORK  

In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes near to the sink 

node consume more energy than others because they are 

forced to relaying packet traffic towards for the sink and 

result in premature death of network resources. Energy hole 

is major problem for lifetime analysis in WSNs, because it 

can lead to early die of the network nodes and results into 

whole network failure. In existing system network is 

divided into a number of annulus whose widths are equal to 

the transmission range of the sensor nodes, and all the 
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sensor nodes in the same bandwidth are assumed to die one 

by one 

 

In[1], author defines the building area network for high-

traffic advanced metering infrastructure in smart grid 

applications.Using multi-interface ZigBee , high-traffic 

communication in these building area networks (BANs), a 

multi-interface management framework defined. This 

system provides the design engineer with seven 

recommendations for a generic MIZBAN design.Smart grid 

communication technology supports advanced metering 

infrastructure.The smart metering, AMI(advanced metering 

infrastructure) also facilitates utilities to perform demand 

response, and thus energy demand is reduced . Therefore 

various AMI pilot projects have been created around the 

world, e.g. in Australia, Japan, the United States, and 

Europe, and most of these are designed for individual 

homes.This system has benefits The RTT measurement is 

only carried by sender and so no extra network traffic has 

been generated. RTT provides the Updated transmission 

condition of the entire path because the path cost cannot be 

updated frequently because it can only be updated by 

performing route discovery, which may degrade the network 

performance.This system includes Channel selection 

algorithm and Interface selection algorithm.  

 

In [2],author describes a ZigBee In-Patient Monitoring 

system embedded with a new ZigBee mobility management 

solution. This system enables ZigBee device mobility in a 

fixed ZigBee network. This system provides valuation 

which shows that the new algorithm offers a good 

efficiency, resulting in a low management cost. The system 

can save lives by supporting a panic button and can be used 

as a location discover service. A case study emphasis on the 

Princes of Wales Hospital in Hong Kong is enlisted and 

findings are given. This investigation reveals that the 

developed mobile solutions offer promising value-added 

services for many potential ZigBee applications. 

 

In [3],Author proposed the wireless sensor networks,the 

nodes have limited power supply and sometimes network 

lifetime expected as per the need. So the energy 

consumption and network lifetime are the key factors to 

achieve in WSN. This paper proposes an overlay, energy 

optimized, sensor network to extend the functional lifetime 

of an energyintensive sensor network application. The 

overlay network consists of additional nodes that exposes 

recent advances in energy harvesting and wake-up radio 

technologies, coupled with an application specific, 

complementary and ultra-low power sensor. The 

experimental results and simulations prove that this study 

can ensure survivability of energyinefficient sensor 

networks. This paper exploits these techniques to take 

advantage of the benefits of each and to extend the lifetime 

of the network while maintaining similar (or improved) 

security. 

 

In [4],author defines WSN cluster based scheme used to 

reduce the energy consumption in WSN 

applications.Sometimes network lifetime is affected by 

unbalanced energy consumption in WSN due to many to 

one traffic pattern. In this system propose a Non-Uniform 

Node Distribution (NUND) scheme to improve the energy 

efficiency and network lifetime in cluster-based WSNs. 

Specifically, It first propose an analytic model to analyze 

the energy consumption and the network lifetime of the 

cluster-based WSNs. Based on the analysis results this 

system describes a node distribution algorithm to maximize 

the network lifetime alongwith a fixed number of sensor 

nodes in 

cluster-based WSNs. 

 

In [5],author describes wireless sensor network the nodes 

near to sink node consumes more energy than the others as 

they are loaded with heavy traffic which results into energy 

hole or forming hotspots. In this system, three optimization 

algorithms are projected to mitigate hotspots and prolong 

network lifetime for adaptive Mary Phase Shift Keying 

based on wireless sensor networks where transport delay 

and reliability can be guaranteed. Based on the insight 

gained into the relationship between nodal data load and 

energy consumption in different regions the first algorithm 

(GlobalSame) can increase the network lifetime by selecting 

the optimal nodal transmission radius r, bit error rate ε and 

transmission rate allocations in bits per symbol. The second 

algorithm (RingSame) can further improve network lifetime 

by comparison to the first algorithm.While the third 

algorithm NodeDiff can further improve the network 

lifetime by adopting different parameters of the same node 

for data packets received according to its distance to the 

sink. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Assessing the activity load and vitality utilization of sensor 

hubs, and also the span of each system arrange. We first gap 

the system into various little locales where the hubs have 
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comparative separations to the sink. Since the vitality 

utilization of the sensor hubs in a similar area ought to be 

the same from a measurable perspective, we utilize the 

normal vitality utilization of this locale as the nodal vitality 

utilization of this district. In this paper, we propose a 

systematic model to evaluate the whole system lifetime 

from organize instatement until the point that it is totally 

crippled, and decide the limit of vitality gap in information 

gathering WSNs. To precisely appraise the vitality 

utilization of sensor hubs, we consider the vitality utilization 

for information transmitting and getting, as well as for sit 

without moving tuning in. In particular, our commitments 

are triple.   

 
Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture 

 

(i) We propose an analytic model to estimate the traffic 

load, energy consumption and lifetime of sensor nodes 

during the entire network lifetime. Furthermore, we estimate 

the network lifetime under a given percentage of dead 

nodes, and the remaining energy of the network based on 

our analytical results. Extensive simulations demonstrate 

that the proposed analytic model can estimate the network 

lifetime within an error rate smaller than 5%.  

 

(ii) Based on the lifetime analysis of sensor nodes, we 

investigate the temporal and spatial evolution of energy hole 

from emerging to partitioning the network, which provides a 

theoretical basis to mitigate or even avoid energy hole in 

WSNs.  

iii) To validate the effectiveness of our analytical results in 

guiding the WSN design, we apply them to WSN routing. 

The improved routing scheme based on our analytical 

results efficiently balances the energy consumption and 

significantly improves the network lifetime, including 

FNDT and ANDT. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have established an analytic model to 

estimate the traffic load, energy consumption and lifetime of 

sensor nodes in a data-gathering WSN. With the analytic 

model, we have calculated the network lifetime under a 

given percentage of dead nodes, and analyzed the emerging 

time and location of energy hole, as well as its evolution 

process. Moreover, two network characteristics have been 

found based on our analytic results, which can be leveraged 

to guide the WSN design and optimization. Our simulation 

results demonstrate that the proposed analytic model can 

estimate the network lifetime and energy hole evolution 

process within an error rate smaller than 5%. 
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